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WE’VE
GOT THEIR
BACKS ...
AND THEIR
TITS & ASS
Since 1974, Penthouse has been offering our readers a glimpse
into the lives of our nation’s military personnel and veterans,
with stories by and about those who serve our country. Too bad
they can’t get the magazine at Army and Air Force PXs.
or 40 years, we’ve been
proud to tell stories about
the issues that both
active-duty personnel
and veterans face that
other publications haven’t always
had the balls or brains to publish.
We started standing up for Vietnam
vets back in 1974, when our founder,
Bob Guccione, realized that those
veterans were being treated with
contempt, disgust, and disdain by
their fellow Americans who were
against the war. That makes it easy to
understand why we’re outraged that
the men and women we’ve supported
faithfully and enthusiastically
are—once again—no longer able
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to get their hands on a copy of this
magazine, as we’ve been pulled from
post exchanges around the world.
This isn’t the first time we’ve been
ousted by the top brass—or the rightwing censorship groups that so love
foisting their opinions on the rest of
us. The Military Honor and Decency
Act of 1996 resulted in Penthouse
being banned from all PXs, stating
that any “sexually explicit” media
“which depicts or describes nudity,
including sexual or excretory activities or organs, in a lascivious way”
were not to be available for sale or
rental on properties under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense.
At that time, Guccione filed a
lawsuit, eventually spending more
than $500,000 defending soldiers’
rights to read dirty magazines—

after a constituent described to him
her distress after she and her young
children saw an officer buying a
magazine at a post exchange. “The
military teaches [people] to respect
officers, and her little kids were seeing
this military officer … there in uniform,
buying pornography at the PX,” he
said. In Broun’s mind, apparently,
one could not be both respectable
and a fan of what he described as
“nudie magazines.” (Aside from how
ridiculous that is, we’re curious how
the woman’s children were able to
recognize an adult magazine.)

something that is still an inviolable
First Amendment right. When the
Supreme Court refused in 1998 to
hear Guccione’s appeal of the Act,
he told FreedomForum.org, “We
have received literally thousands
of letters from enlisted personnel
across the globe pleading with us to
challenge this law and applauding us
for doing so. Furthermore, when this
law was first passed, a majority of the
Department of Defense opposed it,
mainly because they said it would hurt
recruitment. You know Penthouse is
as American as apple pie.”
A decade later, in 2008, after
Penthouse had been allowed back
into PXs, Congressman Paul Broun
(R-Georgia), as well as a number of
Christian antiporn groups, petitioned
for our swift and immediate ban,
though the efforts failed. Broun told
Newsweek that he was inspired to
draft a bill banning adult magazines
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In late 2013, the issue arose once
more, when Penthouse was once
again removed from Army and Air
Force post exchanges. The official
reason for the latest ban is a lack of
sales, suggesting a declining interest.
Morality groups have been pushing
for the removal of adult material from
PXs for years, with many claiming that
such magazines are responsible for
the rise in military sexual-assault
cases. Veterans of the current wars
are annoyed by this line of reasoning. “Some people want to suggest
that anything with consensual-adult/
sexual material is the same as sexual
misconduct,” says Geoff Millard. “The
issue is not reading material, porn,
alcohol, short dresses, or anything
other than the perpetrator of sexual
violence. The military might want to
figure out how to prosecute rapists
before trying to limit adult service
members’ access to the media.”
Recent veteran Jesse Albrecht
agrees, saying, “I don’t equate
removing Penthouse with lessening
incidents of sexual trauma in any
way.” Rather, he blames the military’s
inability to police itself for the rash of
sexual-assault cases. “When the top
officers assigned to prevent sexual
trauma in the Air Force and Army
are themselves charged with sexual
trauma, the [Department of Defense
is] grasping at straws. It is greatly
disappointing that the military of
the United States lacks the ability
to protect its female soldiers from
itself. Where did the military take its
cues to have their commanders be
systemically unable to handle sexual
trauma in a civilized manner? Surely
not Penthouse.”
Even female vets are disappointed
by the move to ban Penthouse. Jenny
Pacanowski, a veteran combat medic,
sees the ban as a way to skirt the
real issue: “Penthouse magazine has
nothing to do with military sexual

“If the First Amendment can protect motherfuckers
like the Westboro Baptist Church and their hate speech,
I sure as hell better be able to look at tits.”

assault for one specific reason: It
happens to men, too. Rapists and
sexual predators find an ample field
of victims without fear of prosecution
not because of Penthouse magazine
but because military commanders
and officers are not prosecuting
these sexual offenders. The military
is ignoring the real problem, which
is that they are not protecting their
own soldiers; they are protecting their
numbers and alienating the victims.
They need to acknowledge the real
problem and stop blaming the victim/
survivor or what magazines are on the
shelves at the store.”
We’re not the only industry under fire
these days. In March, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel came out in support
of banning cigarette sales from military bases and ships, claiming the
move would help improve soldiers’
health. We have to wonder: Is the DOD
trying to turn the commanders of the
armed forces into the most powerful
crew of babysitters in the world?
Army veteran Justin Tressler sees it
that way. “The PX is supposed to be a
microcosm of everything that’s on the

outside,” Tressler says, “so you should
see roughly the same stuff you’d see
at your local [convenience store]. If
you’re taking [adult magazines] out
of the equation, you need to take it
all out of the equation—including
Cosmo, including Better Homes &
Gardens, Guns & Ammo, and any of
that. It’s bad enough that kids can join
the army before they’re old enough
to drink beer, but what’s the point of
being an adult if every facet of your
life is going to be controlled?”
Tressler also believes it’s a matter
of free speech, saying, “It’s definitely
a First Amendment thing. If the First
Amendment can protect motherfuckers like the Westboro Baptist
Church and their hate speech, I sure as
hell better be able to look at tits.”
We couldn’t agree more. If the men
and women of the U.S. military can
be trusted to defend our Constitution
against all enemies, foreign and
domestic, as they’ve sworn to do, then
surely they can be trusted to read a
“dirty” magazine without bringing
about the end of civilization as we
know it. Taking away that right, even
partially by denying easy access to
specific materials, goes against what
the Constitution they defend stands
for. And it sure as hell goes against
what we stand for, too.
If you’re as outraged as we are,
we suggest you call or email your
senators and congressmen and tell
them how you feel. Their contact
information can be found at Senate
.gov (click on “Senators”) and House
.gov/representatives.
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